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(TCP) ARCHITECTURE
Mr. John R. Schneider
ABSTRACT
Current development is underway to build a low cost, modular, high performance, and
compact Telemetry And Command Processor (TCP) as the foundation of command and data
handling subsystems for the next generation satellites. The TCP product line will support
command and telemetry requirements for small to large size spacecraft and from low to high
rate data. It is compatible with the latest TDRSS, STDN, and SGLS transponders and
provides CCSDS protocol communications in addition to standard TDM formats. Its high
performance computer provides computing resources for hosted flight software. Layered and
modular software provides common services using standardized interfaces to applications
thereby enhancing software re-use, transportability, and interoperability. The TCP architecture
is based on existing standards, distributed networking, distributed and open system
computing, and packet technology. The f'trst TCP application is planned for the 94 SDIO
SPAS UI mission. The architecture enhances rapid tailoring of functionality thereby reducing
costs and schedules during development of individual spacecraft missions.
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